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Abstract

In the first paper of this series we studied on a compact regular contact manifold the integral of
the Ricci curvature in the direction of the characteristic vector field considered as a functional
on the set of all associated metrics. We showed that the critical points of this functional are
the metrics for which the characteristic vector field generates a 1-parameter group of isometries
and conjectured that the result might be true without the regularity of the contact structure. In
the present paper we show that this conjecture is false by studying this problem on the tangent
sphere bundle of a Riemannian manifold. In particular the standard associated metric is a
critical point if and only if the base manifold is of constant curvature +1 or - 1 ; in the latter
case the characteristic vector field does not generate a 1-parameter group of isometries.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc.) (1985 Revision): 58 E 11, 53 C 15.

1. Introduction

In the first paper in this series [3] we proved the following result.

THEOREM. Let M be a compact regular contact manifold and s/ the set
of associated metrics. Let £ denote the characteristic vector field of the con-
tact structure. Then g € s/ is a critical point of the functional L{g) —
JMRic(i)dV on sf if and only if £ generates a I-parameter group of isome-
tries of g.

Recall that a contact manifold is said to be regular if every point has a
neighborhood such that any integral curve of £ passing through the neigh-
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borhood passes through only once. The celebrated theorem of Boothby and
Wang [5] states that a compact regular contact manifold is a principal circle
bundle over a symplectic manifold of integral class. At first the author con-
jectured that the above theorem might still be true without the assumption
on the regularity of the contact structure. This is not the case, however, as
we shall see. For brevity a contact metric structure for which <{; is a Killing
vector field is called a K-contact structure. First recall the result of [12] that
the standard contact metric structure on the tangent sphere bundle TXM of
a Riemannian manifold {M, G) is AT-contact if and only if (M, G) has
constant curvature + 1 . Also recall the result of [2] that the standard contact
structure on the tangent sphere bundle of a compact Riemannian manifold
of nonpositive constant curvature is not regular. In this paper we prove the
following theorem.

THEOREM. Let T{M be the tangent sphere bundle of a compact Rie-
mannian manifold (M, G) and sf the set of all Riemannian metrics as-
sociated to its standard contact structure. Then the standard associated metric
is a critical point of the functional L{g) = fT MRic(£)dV on stf if and only
if the base manifold is of constant curvature +1 or - 1 .

For a contact metric structure with structure tensors {q>, £, n, g) (see
Section 2 for definitions) let h = jJS^ip and T = J&^g where -£" denotes Lie
differentiation. It is well known and easy to check that £ is Killing if and
only if h = 0 and that Ric(£) = In - Xrh2 [1, page 67]. Also t(X, Y) =
2g(X, hq>Y). Thus the critical point question for L(g) is the same as that
for fM\h\2 dV or JM\T\2dV. This last integral was studied by Chern and
Hamilton [7] for 3-dimensional contact manifolds as a functional on $f
regarded as the set of "CR-structures" on M and was studied again by Tanno
[11] in general dimension.

2. Contact manifolds

By a contact manifold we mean a C°° manifold M "+1 together with
a global 1-form r\ such that r\ A {dr\)n ^ 0. Given a contact form rj it
is well known that there exists a unique vector field £ on M satisfying
dt](£, X) = 0 and rj{£,) = 1; £ is called the characteristic vector field of the
contact structure. A Riemannian metric g is said to be an associated metric if
there exists a tensor field (p of type (1 , 1) such that dr\{X, Y) = g(X, q>Y),
(p2 = -I + n®l; and r](X) = g(X, £) . These metrics can be constructed by
the polarization of dt] evaluated on a local orthonormal basis of an arbitrary
metric on the contact subbundle {n = 0} ; see [1] as a general reference. We
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refer to (<p, £, rj, g) as a contact metric structure. We also note that all
associated metrics have the same volume element, namely

For a contact metric structure {q>, £,, rj, g), let h = \&*<p as above and
let V denote the Riemannian (Levi-Civita) connection of g. Then

(1) V ^ = — q>X — <phX;

see [1, page 66].

3. Geometry of TM and TXM

Let M be an (n + l)-dimensional C°° manifold and n: TM -» M its
tangent bundle. If (xl, ... , xn+l) are local coordinates on M, set q' = x' o
n; then (tf1, . . . , q"+1) together with the fibre coordinates (vl, ... , vn+[)
form local coordinates on TM. If X is a vector field on M, its vertical
lift Xv on TA/" is the vector field defined by Xvco = co(X) o n where co
is a 1-form on M, which on the left side of this equation is regarded as a
function on TM. For an affine connection D on M, the horizontal lift XH

of X is defined by XHco = Dxco. The connection map K: TTM -> I M is
defined by

KXH = 0, K{X?) = *=„>, f € TAf.
m

TM admits an almost complex structure / defined by

JXH = Xv, JXV = -XH.
Dombrowski [8] showed that / is integrable if and only if D has vanishing
curvature and torsion.

If now G is a Riemannian metric on M and D its Riemannian connec-
tion, we define a Riemannian metric ~g on TM, called the Sasaki metric,
by

g(X, Y) = G(n,X,nj) + G(KX, KY)
where X and Y are vector fields on TM. Since ntcoj = -K and KoJ =
nt, ~g is Hermitian for the almost complex structure / .

On TM define a 1-form £ by p{X)t = G(t, ntX), t e TM, or equiv-
alently by the local expression 0 — J2GtjV

ldqJ . Then dp is a symplectic
structure on TM and in particular Id /? is the fundamental 2-form of the
almost Hermitian structure {J ,~g). Thus TAf has an almost Kaehler struc-
ture which is Kaehlerian if and only if (M, G) is flat (Dombrowski [8],
Tachibana and Okumura [10]).
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Let R denote the curvature tensor of G, V the Riemannian connection
of ~g and 7? the curvature tensor of V. Complete formulas for V and 7t
at t e TM can be found in [9]; here we give just the ones we need.

(2) {VxvYH)t =

(3) (VxHYH)t = (Dx

(4) (RxHyvZH)t = ( i % y Z , ^ + \RxzY)V
t + \((DxR)tYZ)f

(5) (Rx«yHZH)t = \{(.DzR)XYt)V
t

+ (RXYZ + \RtKzrX +

The tangent sphere bundle n: TXM —• M is the hypersurface of TM
defined by J2^ijv'vJ = 1 • The vector field N = v'd/dv' is a unit normal,
as well as the position vector for a point t. The Weingarten map A of Tx M
with respect to the normal N is given by AU = -U for any vertical vector
U and AX = 0 for any horizontal vector X (see, for example, [1, page
132]). Thus many computations on TXM involving horizontal vector fields
can be done directly on TM.

Let g denote the metric on TXM induced from g~ on TM. Define
cp', £' and t]' on TjAf by

i' = -JN, JX = <p'x + n\x)N.
Then r\ is the contact form on TXM induced from the 1-form fi on TM
as one can easily check. However g{X, <p'Y) = 2dr\'{X, Y), so strictly
speaking (<pf ,£', r\ , g') is not a contact metric structure. Of course the
difficulty is easily rectified and we shall take r\ = \r\ as the standard contact
structure and

r\ = \i\ , f = 2£ , <p = <p , g=\g

as the standard contact metric structure on TXM. In local coordinates £ =
2v'(d/dx')Hlon TM the vector field v^d/dx1)" is the so-called geodesic
flow.

4. Proof of the theorem

In the course of the proof we will use the following lemma of Cartan [6,
pages 257-258].

LEMMA. Let {M, G) be a Riemannian manifold, D the Riemannian con-
nection of G and R its curvature tensor. Then (M, G) is locally symmetric
if and only if (DXR)(Y, X, Y, X) = 0 for all orthonormal pairs {X, Y).
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Now turning to the proof of the theorem, let V denote the Riemannian
connection of g on TtM and compute V ^ by both (1) and (2) for a
vertical vector U at t e TXM; we have

-,£/, - fhV, = (VB{), = (2V vv' (£7 )")

= 2(KU)f-(RKUttf.

Applying <p we obtain

(6) hUt = Ut-(RKUjf.

Similarly using (3) we have for a horizontal vector X orthogonal to

(7) f

In [3] we showed that an associated metric g was a critical point of L(g) if
and only if

(8) Rx($ = -q>2X - h2X + 2hX.

Now for a vertical vector U we compute the left side using (4) and the Gauss
equation and the right side using (6); we then have

and

-<p2U-h2U

= U-(U- {RKUJt)
V) + (X-iKu-R^^X + 2U- 2(RKUttf

Comparing horizontal and vertical parts, we have for any orthonormal pair
{X, t} on the base manifold (M, G)

(9) (DtR)Xlt = 0

and

From (9) and the lemma of Cartan stated above we see that (M, G) is
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locally symmetric. Now working on (M, G), for each unit tangent vector
t € TmM, we let [/]""" denote the subspace of TmM orthogonal to t and
define a symmetric linear transformation Lt\ [f]x -> [t]1 by LtX = RXtt.
Then from (10) we have the (Lt)

2 = I and hence that the eigenvalues of Lt

are ± 1. Now M is irreducible; for if M had a locally Riemannian product
structure, then, choosing t tangent to one factor and X tangent to the other,
we would have RXtt = 0, contradicting the fact that the only eigenvalues
of Lt are ± 1 . However the sectional curvature of an irreducible locally
symmetric space does not change sign. Thus if for some t, Lt had both +1
and - 1 occurring as eigenvalues, there would be sectional curvatures equal
to +1 and - 1 . Consequently only one eigenvalue can occur and hence
(M, G) is a space of constant curvature +1 or - 1 .

Conversely if (M, G) has constant curvature c, equations (6) and (7)
become, respectively, hUt = (1 - c)Ut and hXt = (c - 1 ) ^ , where X is
orthogonal to £. Similarly equations (4) and (5) yield (Rivi)t = -c2Ut

and {R?x£\ = ( ^ 2 - 4c)Xt. Now substituting these into the critical point
condition (8), we see that it is satisfied if and only if c = ± 1 .

Appendix

There is an error in the last step of the proof of the theorem of the first
paper [3] in this series, and the last paragraph should be replaced by the
following.

Now suppose that the critical point g is not a .fif-contact metric. Since (p
and h anti-commute, we may assume that all the A2,_,, j = 1 , . . . , n , are
non-negative. Also from equation (3.3) it is easy to see that if some of the
X2j_{ vanish, the zero eigenspace of h is parallel along £ and hence we may
choose the corresponding X2j_l and X2J parallel along a fibre. Again since

M is regular we may choose a vector field Y on U x S1 such that at least
some a2j_j ^ 0 for some k2i_x # 0 and Y is horizontal and projectable,
that is, [<*, Y] = 0. Writing Y = £ , ( a2 ,- i^2/- i + £21*21) a l o n 8 a fibre w e

have

" 2 , - 1

where V -̂ _<* = —(! +l2i-i)
X2i a n d vx£ = (l ~*2i-\)X2i-i follow from
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equation (2.1). Again from (3.3) we see that ^ ( V ^ ^ , X2j) = 0 for i ̂  j
and we have (3.4) for the case i = j . Note also that since V ^ = 0 ,
g{'VfX2i_l, X2j_l) = ^(V^Xjp X2j). Now taking the inner product with
X2 . j and X2j respectively, in our formula for 0 = [£ , Y], we have

0 = t«2j-l + E ali-l8&tX2l ' X2j)
i

and

Multiplying the first of these by fi2j, the second by a2j-\ > a n ^ summing on
j , we have

= "E Vi(°l-i

Thus Yla2j-i^2j *s a non-increasing, non-constant function along the inte-
gral curve, contradicting its periodicity.
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